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To all Tournament  bridge players  in  
Beds, Herts, Essex & Middlesex. 

 
Please read the note below from Jeremy Dhondy 

They shouldn’t be allowed to play that! 

 

Please send your comments to Jeremy at  ebuproblems@btopenworld.com or to me. 

A pair at the recent Autumn Congress was playing a system whereby 1  showed , 1  

showed , 1  was a balanced hand and 1  was a strong and forcing opening. The pair 

concerned had well completed convention cards, were as co-operative as they could be about 

disclosing  and had a suggested defence to help their opponents. There was some   discussion 

over the weekend about whether this sort of system ought to be allowed or not. In a club it is up 

to the members to decide. The club can play at Level 3 which would not allow this or at Level 

4 and prohibit such systems if they want but I guess they are very rare anyway at most clubs. 

 

Virtually all EBU tournaments, however, are played at Level 4 so this system and others that 

include transfer openings at the one level can be played. I know that the Tournament          

Committee have discussed this recently and the next Laws & Ethics Meeting will feature an 

item on the agenda concerning such systems. 

One view expressed is that players should, with very few exceptions, be allowed to play what 

they want in a tournament setting but others feel that these systems ought to be more tightly 

restricted than they are. Is it, for example, reasonable to have to consider a defence for a two 

board round? Should these types of system perhaps be restricted to longer rounds, say 16 

boards and not permitted in two or three board pairs rounds or short Swiss matches? Are    

players put off entering the NICKO or going to Brighton for fear of meeting such a system or 

don’t they care. 

I asked a number of top players what their view was about these types of system being played 

in the Autumn Congress and about 80% would favour being more restrictive than current prac-

tice in short rounds. Any views on this topic would be welcome in advance of the next L&E 

meeting coming up early in the New Year. 


